MAIN LINE RUN 5K
Wayne, PA

USATF Certification
PA12028WB
Effective 09/01/2012 to 12/31/2022

ELEVATIONS:
START: 453 FT
FINISH: 465 FT
HIGHEST: 459 FT
LOWEST: 350 FT

COURSE HAS BEEN MEASURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH USATF/FRRTC REQUIREMENTS, USING THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE ROUTE (SRR) METHOD. TO WITHIN 12" OF ALL CURBS AND DEFINED ROAD EDGES.

RUNNERS HAVE USE OF FULL ROAD WIDTHS EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS:
1. RUNNERS SHALL KEEP TO THE NORTH SIDE OF LANCASTER AVE.
2. RUNNERS SHALL KEEP TO THE LEFT SIDE OF EAGLE ROAD.
3. RUNNERS SHALL KEEP TO THE SOUTHWEST SIDE OF RACNOR STREET.

ELEVATIONS ARE RELATIVE, AND ARE AS OBSERVED USING GOOGLE EARTH IMAGING.

START: ON STRAFFORD AVE. 84' NW OF THE CENTER OF A DOUBLE CURB DRAIN INLET ON THE NE CURB LINE. AT THE CENTERLINE OF THE ISLAND SEPARATING THE TWO ENTRANCE/EXIT ROADS TO THE EXECUTIVE COMMONS COMPLEX, AN ALSO BEING 154' NW OF THE FINISH LINE. MARKED BY 'S' IN A SQUARE. "MLR" ABOVE. "5K" BELOW. IN WHITE PAINT. 12" OUT FROM THE SW CURB OF STRAFFORD AVE.

FINISH: ON STRAFFORD AVE., EXACTLY EVEN WITH THE EXECUTIVE COMMONS SIGN LOCATED 84' 5E OF THE CENTER OF THE ISLAND SEPARATING THE TWO ENTRANCE/EXIT ROADS TO THE EXECUTIVE COMMONS COMPLEX. MARKED BY 'F' IN A SQUARE. "MLR" ABOVE. "2012" BELOW. IN WHITE PAINT. 12" OUT FROM THE NE CURB OF STRAFFORD AVE.

MILE 1: ON THE NORTH SIDE OF PENNSYLVANIA AVE. APPROX. 670' WEST OF N. ABERDEEN AVE. AND MORE ACCURATELY 12' WEST OF A SIGN DO IT BEST HARDWARE (ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE ROAD) MARKED BY "1' IN A SQUARE. "MLR" ABOVE. "5K" BELOW. 12" OUT FROM THE NORTH CURB, WITH A STRIPE ON THE CURB, IN WHITE PAINT.

MILE 2: ON THE SOUTHEAST SIDE OF E. BEECHTREE LN. APPROX. 350' SOUTHWEST OF RACNOR STREET, AND MORE ACCURATELY EVEN WITH THE PROPERTY LINE FENCE ON THE SIDES BETWEEN THE RESIDENCES AT #230 & #266. MARKED BY "1' IN A SQUARE. "MLR" ABOVE. "5K" BELOW. IN WHITE PAINT. 7' 5" OUT FROM THE SOUTHEAST CURB, WITH A STRIPE ON THE CURB.

MILE 3: ON EAGLE RD. APPROX. 325' NORTHEAST OF STRAFFORD AVE., AND MORE ACCURATELY 12' SOUTHWEST OF UTILITY POLE #437. MARKED BY "3' IN A SQUARE. "MLR" ABOVE. "5K" BELOW. 12" OUT FROM THE SOUTHEAST EDGE OF EAGLE ROAD, IN WHITE PAINT.

BILL BELLEVILLE
ARDMORE, PA
SEPT. 2012
CS-1262